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Stochastic irculatory models have been introduced and studied by K. L. Zierler [1], B. Hoop 
et al. [2], T. Planiol et al. [3] and numerous other authors on an experimental scale. The 
authors "calculate" the transit curves for different predetermined parameters, chosen in 
such a way so that the obtained curve is sufficiently near to the curves observed on normal 
subjects. The pathological curves are obtained by varying one or several of these parameters 
[4]. One then compares the obtained curves to a reference curve or to the traces observed on 
subjects presenting cerebral disturbances. 
We have reconsidered the whole mathematical model by placing it in a functional frame- 
work. This has allowed us to ascertain the existence of an optimal solution, for the same model, 
without having to constitute a set of experimental data. 
Our method is expected to determine numerically all the parameters, each one in the frame 
of its physical constraints, and the transit curves. We then generalize our model to the cases 
of two dimensions or higher. Following are some numerical experiments. 
Let x e[a, b]. One seeks to minimize the optimal cost function 
J(D, v) = x) - C(x, t) dx, (1) 
where the parameters D and v are in the set of admissible constraints 
Ua ={W,v)l fo r~>0,  f l>0} (2) 
for given a, b, ~,/~, y, and f, C(x, t) being the solution of boundary limits: 
dC D dC d2C 
d---t + ~ - v~-~-x~ = 0; the equation of diffusion 
C(a, t) = C(b, t) = 0; boundary limits (3) 
C(x, O) = Co(x), Co given; the initial condition. 
We expect an optimal identification of the parameters D, v and C(x, t) successively in the 
following cases: 
(i) where D, v are constants (initial model); 
(ii) where D, v are functions of x~[a, b]; 
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(iii) We generalize to the case of a two-dimensional space: D, v are constants and C(x, y, t) 
is determined by an equation of evolution in two space variables. 
Cases (ii) and (iii) offer implicitly a wider field of applications. Following are numerical 
experiments carried out on digital calculators. 
1. OPTIMAL IDENTIFICATION OF THE CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS 
D, v. DETERMINATION OF THE FUNCTIONS C(x, t) AND THE 
OPTIMAL COST J(D, v) 
t From relation (1), we calculate the gradient (J~, J~) = J ,  for every couple/z = (D, v) and we 
seek the optimal solution ~" = (/5, ~5) taking into account constraints (2), (3), and characterized 
by the inequality 
(J'(2), ~ - 2) > O, Via = (D, v)~u~a, (4) 
where (,) denotes the scalar product in •2 [5, 6]. The method of the Mire [6] permits us to 
minimize directly the functional (1), under constraints (2) and (3). A second iterative method 
permits us to solve the equivalent problem (4), under the constraints (2) and (3). We propose 
to compare the results furnished successively by the iterative method and the method of the 
Mire. 
Notations 
Let Q = ]a, b[ x ]0, T[, T > 0, V = H~(]a, bD with the given norm 
0C 
II c II = 
and/-,2(0, T; V) with the given norm 
We denote by 
IIcIIL2,0. ,. = IIcIl=dt 
W={~plrp~L2(O,T;V), ~t~L2(O,T:V'), V'=H-~(a,b)}, 
with the given norm 
 IIL2,0. + 
T; w) /  
where W is a Hilbert space. Let us consider the space {~¢} of linear continuous operators 
from V into V' defined by 
drp ~2~ 
~¢~p = D~x - v~-~x2, with (D, v)~u,,a. (5) 
We shall prove the following results 
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Proposition 1. Let ~{s¢};  there exists fl, ~ > 0 such that 
~ll,pll~___(~,p,~)___~llq, ll 2, v,p~V (6) 
(~'~o, ~,) -< M II,P II • II~, II, Wp,~,~ v; M=[3(b-a)+'y, (7) 
which assures us the existence and uniqueness of C ~ WfYg(O, T; V), solution of the problem 
(3). 
Let us consider the application ~ :d~,*C = 4~(~)e W, C being the solution of (3). ¢~ is 
Gateau differentiable and its derivative ~ ' (d )  is defined at all points ~{~} by the 
application 4~' (~) :6~e {~}~6C s W, 6C being the solution of the system 
l 
6c(o, x) = 0j (8) 
Proposition 2. Let 2 = (D, v)euoz and let y:W-->L2(a, b) be the operator of observation 
(linear and continuous) defined by 
f: y(C) = C(x, t) dt. (9) 
For given f~L2(a, b), we define on {.~} a functional of least squares 
j (~ , )  = lly(~(~¢)) - f (x ) l l~o . ,  ) = C(x. t) dt (10) 
Then J is differentiable on {~¢} and its derivative J'(~¢) at ~¢e{~¢} is defined by 
fo &~ ~ {,~¢}--~J'(.~) 6,.~-- (6.~C(t),p(t))r. vdt, 
where C ~ W is a solution of the direct system 
OC D OC O2C OC 
C~W, -~  + ox - V ox2 =--~ + s4C =O 
C(O, x) = Co(x)EL2(a, b) (11) 
and p is a solution of the adjoining system 
peW, Op ~p O2p [ ~'~ \~ 
- - tJo 
p(T,x)=O; p(a,t)=p(b,t)=O J (12) 
We shall denote 
J 'O)  = J ' (~(,~))  
02 
6.~=6D -6VTx  2 
Q = ]a, b[ x 10, 7"[. 
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We deduce that 
J '(2)d2 =J'~6D + J'~6v = P~xdX dt 6D - [,jQp~-~x: dx dt 6v 
J 'O )  = (s~,, s ; )~n ' ;  IIs'(~)lt~2 = Is~,l ~ + Is;I s 
Proof. We have, successively, 
J'(J~c)6.~=2(f:C(x,t)dt-f(x),y:6C(x,t)dt)L,.z:(=,o) 
[Tf ) J'(M) 6M = 2 C(x, t) dt - f(x),  6C(x, t) dt, dO \=to /L2, L: 
where ~C is a solution of 
~C ~d ~C 6~d4>(~¢) = - 6~d.  C. + 
When introducing the adjoining state (12), (14) becomes 
f:(o, ) J ' (~)6~--  - -  - -~  -O  -v~-~,6C dt. 
Then integrating by parts 
r 0 
Taking in account (8), we have 
~ = f:(&~C,p)v, r dt. J'(~) 
Let 2(D, v), 62 = (6D, 6v), and 
05 
6~¢ = 6D - aVF~x2. 
We then have 
Proposition 3. J attains a minimum at ~ = (/) , /))  characterized by the inequality 
' - , (>~0,  VaEu~,  <JoO) ,  u - 
(,) denoting the scalar product in R 2. Moreover the iterative method 
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converges for pn > 0 well choosen in function of the iterations; P., being the projection 
operator en u,. More precisely, we can extract from (A,) a subsequence (A,,,,) which converges 
towards A E U& 
The boundary probkrn (3) is discretizated following an implicit scheme: 
$c:+ ’ - CjJ + dice+ t = 0, cg= c,,; s =o... s, (18) 
where &h denotes the discretization operator at h +O in 5 points. The system (18) is solved 
numerically using the iterative method 
with 
gh = Cj; B& = ur + kd&‘. 
For well choosen p z= 0, we have 
in L2(0, T; V>; qhk being a suitable linear continuous operator, C being the solution to the 
boundary problem (3). Moreover, we have 
Jti being the discretization of .7. 
ProoJ For &G{&}, f~L,(a, b), the solution C of (11) satisfies the inequality 
It follows that 
remains bounded independently of &E{J~} = closed space. J is continuous from [_G?] into 
W +, hence attaining a minimum in at least a~(&]. To 2 we associate I= (0, ~)Eu&, 
solution of the inequality (16). From (13) we have 
J’(A) = (J;, J;)dP2 
lIJ’W[jI,, = tJ$+ IJ:] 
and the iterative method 
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with co, = J'(~.)/llJ'(~.)ll.~, Ii~.I1.~ = l, is convergent for conveniently chosen p. > O. We have 
successively, 
d J ,  = J (~ . )  - J ( , L  - p~o.) 
ztJp. = p . ( J ' (2 .  - po)n). ~.)n2  × n~ = PJ'~ 
with 0 < fi < p.. From the uniform continuity of J ' ,  we obtain tJ~ - J~[ < ~C < C2J; for each 
p. satisfying 
C~ < 
IIJ'(,LII.~ ~ o. - c tlJ'(~")ll"~" 
we deduce that 
A J, >0} 
~im AJ,. --- 0=.!im Ils'(~.)ll.~ = 0 
(21) 
The se_quence (2.) belongs to a closed bounded set of R 2 and hence one can extract 
If J is positive and bounded on u,~ and J" is continuous, we have 
J ' (~) = 0, J;(/Y, tS) = J;(/Y, t~) = 0 with (/~, t~)eu, a.
We prove successively the following assertions 
(~ ,  vh), ~ ~ LIvJg, vv,~ v~ = a discretization space of finite dimension. (22)  
(~,.~.. w,), ___ M V, II.llw&; vo,. w,E v, (23) 
Following (19) we denote 
u"/+ l = Tpu'; = u~ - p(Bhur; - gh)  (24) 
and we prove that 
II T.wll 2 ~ (1 - p)21twl12 for p = 
4k  2 ~ 
fl + -~ M 
(25) 
which assures us the convergence of the iterations (24) or (19) and we have 
lim u~' = C~, + 1. 
n--.* oo 
We denote u* = limit of the sequence (u~)., defined by the scheme (19) and e~' = u~' - u*. 
C~ = approximation of u* obtained when stopping the algorithm (19) after rn, iterations and 
q = C~ - u*. If  (w)~, i = 0 ... S is the solution of the system (18), w, satisfies 
ws -- w~_l + k~hw~ = 0 (26) 
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and u* ~ Vh satisfies 
u* - Cg - I  + k~lhu*  = O. 
The difference of  (26) and (27) gives 
(u* -- w,) + kMh(u*  - w,) = (Cg-~ - w,_  ~). 
The error eg = Cg - w~ satisfies, at time t = sk,  the equation 






I~sl~  (1 --n n,,)2(2legl: + 21w,15). (33) 
On the other hand w,e Vh satisfies 
(w, - ws_ i, w~)h + k ( .~hw,  W~)h = 0 for s = 1 ... ~ l  (34) 
W0~ C0hJ 
When summing (34) for s = 1 ... n with n = 1 ... S and using (22) and (23), we obtain 
k~,  ~ w, , _~- -~2 -ICo l'for n = 1 ... S}  
Iw.l~ < Ic~l,I (35) 
We deduce 
(eg - eg - i ,  eg)h + k(~cJheg, eg)h = (BhEs, e~h)h (30) 
Let  ~o = k/h2;  ~5 = f l / (b - a) .  Using inequalities (22) and (23), we have 
~{lel ~2,1,- leg - I1~ + leg- e~- 11~} + k'~[e~[~ - < (1 + 4r0n)El&gl,, 
which gives 
eg-tl~} + k{2¢5 - (1 + 4¢on)¢}legl~ .-. ___ ~-~(1 + 4eog)H~,, > 0. (31) {[eglh 2 ]eg + 
Letting ¢ = 6/(1 + 4~,oM ) and summing (31) for s = 1 ... n, where n = 1 ... S, we obtain 
[eZl~ + 6"k ~ legl~  AO + 4won) 2 ~ I,,1~. (32) 
Sffil $ffil 
We denote r /=  1 -p ,  where p is given by (25) allowing the upper estimate 
1,71,---lur- u*l, _< (1 - p)'Iu~'l,. 
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Letting 
m = min m,, 
s=l . . .S  
L = (1 + 470M)2/62 and carrying over (33) and (35) into (32), we obtain 
2m r 2m m 
leZl ~ _< t n n.)21c0hl + 2ka (1 k~(1 ~-)L~, leVI ~" 
Hence, 
.2 L r/z~ 
ehh <__~_2(l ~q~)2exp{46L_ qz" T~ 
For k/h 2 = 7o = constant, and if m satisfies 
17 ra 
lim - -  = O, (36) 
h, k---.O k 
which is true for m > constant Ilog k[, one has 
lim [[qh:hllL~<0, r:L:~a,b))= 0,
h, k---.0 
where qhk = qk'qh, with 
(37) 
S- I  
qkq~ = ~ L(t)~P', 
s=0 
L(t) being the characteristic function of [sk, (s + I)k[ and ~o = (~'), = 0... s-i. F rom relations 
(35) and (37), we prove the convergence 
lira q~,C~ = C, 
h,k 
C being the unique solution of problem (3). For 2 = (D, v)eu~, we have 
J (2) = forC(x, t) dt - f (x )  
L2(a,b )' 
C being the solution of system (3). For fixed h and k, we denote 
fo r -- f (x ) Jhk(2)= qh qkChkdt 
b) ~ L2(a, 
Chk being the solution of system (18). Let Ea > 0 be a sequence tending towards 0 when 
h, k--.0. We denote by :thk a solution of the minimization problem module Ea: 
Jhk(~'t~) --< Jhk(  )~ ) + ~hk, VA e u~a. (38) 
One proves that if X = (D, v)eu~ is a minimizing element of J (2) on u~ then 
lim J~(Ahk) = J(~-). (39) 
h. k---,0 
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2. APPLICATIONS 
The case where coefficients D and v are constants 
For the following given data, 
[a, b] = [0, 1]; T = 1; Co(x) = sin ~x; 
f (x )  = (1 - e -r) sin ~x; u~a = [0, 2] x [10 -6, 2] 
the functional J attains its minimum J (~ = 0 for 
C(x,  t) = e- '  sin ~x; D = 0; v = 1/~ 2 ~ 0.101. 
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For the following given steps of discretization in space and time, h = 1/10, one obtains the 
data given in Table 1 for the evolution of the values of Ja(D,  v), D, and v, in function of 
the iterations. One can verify that 
Jhk(/~, *7)= 0.5910-9; the real value is J = 0 
£3 =0.110.10-3; the real value is D =0 
.7 = 0.109; the real value is v = 0.11. 
The use of a direct method of optimization (the method of the Mire, of. M. Sibony [6]) gives 
more precise results for a number of restricted points h = k = 1/10 as shown in Table 2: 
J(L3,*7) = 0.12 x 10-17; L5 =0.95  x 10-9; ,7=0.109. 
But the method becomes cumbersome as far as machine time is concerned when a larger 
number of variables is employed. 
Table 1. Evolution of values of J~(D, v), D,  and  v, in 
function of the iterations. 
Number of J~(~,  ~) /~ 
iterations 
! 0.12 x 10 - j  0.00 0.201 
5 0.22 x 10 -4  0.871 × 10 -3 0.110 
10 0.25 x 10 -~ 0.785 x 10 -3 0.109 
30 0.68 x 10 - s  0.359 x 10 -3 0.109 
40 0.15 x 10 - s  0.173 × 10 -3 0.109 
50 0.59 x 10 -9  0.110 x 10 -3 0.109 
Table 2. Results of a direct method of opti- 
mization. 
0.13 x 10 - I  0.1 x 10 -2  0.51 x 10 - i  
0.13 x 10 -4  0.72 x 10 -2  0.107 
0.71 x 10 -6  0.1 x 10 -2  0.109 
0.11 x 10 - I t  0.36 x 10 - s  0.109 
0.43 x 10-14 0.26 x 10 -6  0.109 
0.12 x 10-I~ 0.95 x 10 -9  0.109 
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The case of variable coefficients 
We suppose the existence of a constant a > 0 satisfying, for D eff~(a, b) and v eff2(a, b), 
the inequality 
(b - a)2 
inf v(x) - -  sup (D'(x) - v"(x)) > or. (40) 
x~[=, b] 2 x~[=. b]
We then determine the couple (D(x), v(x)) in the set of admissible constraints: 
U=d= {(D, C)~(~ I )< ~2; 0 < a < V(X); Dr(x) ~ v"(x), Vx~[a, b]} (41) 
minimizing the functional J(D, v), where C is a solution of the boundary problem 
0C 0C 0:C ) 
T i  + D(x )-~x - v(x )-~x~ = o~ 
(42) / 
C(0, x) = C0(x), for Co, f given in L2(a, b).J 
The set of assertions of Proposition 3 remain valid and one can solve problems (41) and (42), 
after discretization of the space and time variables and having approximated by an iterative 
method of type (19); Eq. (42) being approached by the implicit method (18). 
Example 1: Numerical solution: D(x), v(x), x e[a, b] 
We examine a typical problem whose exact solution is known and which we rediscover 
when using the approximation scheme indicated above. More precisely, we let 
Co(X) = x2(x - 1); f (x )  = C0(x)(I - e-  r); x, t fi[0, 1] 
D(x) = (3x + 1)/9; v(x) = x/9 
C(x, t) = x2(x - I)  e -  r. 
Then the minimum attained by the functional is J = 0. As the uniqueness of the solution is 
not ascertained, when fixing one of the coefficients, D or v at its exact value, we obtain the 
other one after only 20 iterations, we have J = 10 -s  
Example 2: A model in two-dimensional space 
This time the coefficients D and v are functions of two variables (xt, x2)~t2 = ]0, 1[ x ]0, 1[. 
More precisely, we let 
Co(xl, x2) = sin nxl-sin nx2; f(xl ,  x2) = C0(xl, x2)(1 -- e - r )  
U=d= [--2, +2] X [10-6, 2], 
where C ~ W is a solution of the system 
2 ar  2 ,~2r- 
OC - v(xl, x2) i + D (xt, x2) i 
C(x .  x2, O) = Co(x. x~) J
(43) 
(44) 
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The functional J attains its maximum J(/5, iT) = 0 on u~ for/5 = 0, t~ = l/2n 2 ~_ 0.507 x 10- ~. 
We operate as indicated before and we obtain the following results, after n = 12 iterations, 
/5 =0.45 x 10 -2 , t~ =0.529 x 10-1; J=0 .18  x 10 -5, 
while by the direct method of the Mire (cf. M. Sibony [6]), we obtain 
/5 =0,  t3 =0.529 x 10-~; J =0.15 x 10 -9. 
Conclusion. The above methods and algorithms have resulted in a complete numerical 
solution, with a very high precision, the set of problems (1), (2), and (3), in the cases of 
constant and variable coefficients in 1 and 2 dimensions. Thus avoiding the cumbersome 
constitution of random and less precise experimental data. 
We have presented numerical results model problems of an analytic type. But our methods 
function normally for data and measurements of experimental origin. 
3. METHOD OF THE HAMILTONIAN- -ALGORITHM 
The definition of the Hamiltonian associated to problems (l), (2), and (3) allows the 
formulation of the adjoint state and the analytic calculation of the gradient of 
J=~,~ 
resulting in a general algorithm of numerical approximation of the coefficients (D, v.) of the 
system and of the cost function J. 
We briefly explicit the steps of this general optimization method, in the frame of our 
problem of identification of the coefficients (D, v) using the method projected gradient. More 
precisely, the Hamiltonian of problems (1), (2), and (3) is defined by 
2 aC D dC-v~x~ dxdt, (45) ,,~(C,p,D,v)= f (x ) -  C(x,t)dt dx -2  p -~+ ~x 
where Q = ]0, 1 [ x ]0, T[, p = the Lagrange multiplier of the state equation. If the Lagrange 
multiplier (p)  associated to the initial problem exists, then .,~(C,p, D, v) is minimum on 
{C, D, v} at the point (iT,/5, t~) on the set 
x = {c lc (x ,  o) = Co(x), c(o ,  t) = c (1 ,  t) = o} × u.,. 
More precisely, we have 
.,~(C,p,B,~)<_,,~(C,p,D,v), ¥(C,D,v)~X. 
Proposition 4. The Gateaux derivative of oaf' is defined by 
.,~"~ = lim .,X~'(C + ?z,p, D, v) - aF(C,p, D, v) 
r-.o 







z(x, 0) ffi 0 
z(0, t) = z(1, t) ffi 0. 
The condition ,~b = 0 gives the adjoint system 
Op d~px 02p f: D - V-~x 2= C(x, t) dt - f (x )  
p(0, t) - -p( l ,  t) -- 0 
p(x, t) = 0 
Proof. Condition (48) is immediate. From .~t'~ ffi0, we deduce 
~Q (0Z D~Z 02z~ fQ {f0 T } - P ~ + Ox - vo'~x~) dx dt + z(x, t) C(x, t) dt - f (x )  dx dt = O. 
On the other hand, 
fo. f' - p~dxdt= z~- idxdt -  p(x,T)z(x, 7")dx 
fQ Oz fop -- Dp~ x dx dt --- D z-~x dx at 
fe 02z ~ 02t, 
VP~x2 dx dt = v JQZ~x 2dx dt + 
The equality (50) becomes 
v (1, t)~x(1, t)--p(O,t) (O,t) dt. 
fQz(x , t ){ forC(x , t )dt_ f (x )}dx t + ;Q(z~t Op 2 + DZ~x + vzd~-~xP2) dx dt 
(49) 
(50) 
= -- 2 p 6D -- ~V-~x2) dx dt. 





lim Jlff(z, p, D + y6D, v + 76v) - J~(z, p, D, v) 
- p(x,t)z(x,t)dx+v (l,t) (l,t)-p(O,t)~x(O,t) d t=O (51) 
for all z such that z(x, O) ffi 0, Vx; z(0, t) -- z(1, t) = 0, Vt. Let z = ~.(x)cp(t) with ~p c~®(0, T); 
¢p(0) = ~o(T)= 0 and we interpret (51) to deduce (49). We then prove the following. 
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Hence the approximation algorithm of the coefficients D, v: For given D °, v°¢uo~. If D", v" 
are determined, we calculate D ~+t, v "+1 as follows: z "+m is determined by 
0 .+ l  0 C32 
-~z + D"-~x z"+l -v~ ~ z "+' =0 
z "+ ~(0, t) = z "+ z(1, t) = 0 
z"+ ~(x, O) = Zo(X )
(53) 
The problem (53) admits a unique solution z"+m¢/.a(0, T; V). p"+~ is solution of 
} - , , " - - , , "+ '  = z"+l(x, t)dt - f (x )  ~-xp -D  -~x p ~ ax2r 




= D÷ "e V~x2 ox  
and we verify that the operator ~ satisfies conditions (6) and (7), which assures the existence 
and uniqueness o fp  ~+m a solution of (54). We then obtain (D"+m,v "+~) with the iterative 
scheme: 
/ fQ ~ X 02 ) n f n+l ~,n+ (D"+~,v"+t)'~Pu.~ D"+Pl  r ~+l z"+ldxdt,  v -p2 jQp ~-ix2.. ldxdt  , (55) 
in other terms 
(DB+ i, v.+ i) = P~o~(D" -- PIJ'm, v" - -  p2 J '¢ , ) ,  
where 
J'm = _ fQp.+t  a z.+l dt 
" fe 02 j~. = p.+l z "+1 dx dt Fx 
For well chosen Pl and p~ > 0 [as in (25)], we finally have 
Knowing (D, v) and 
lim (D", v ") = (D, v). n 
C = lira z" n 
one can then give [using formula (1)] an approximation of the cost of J. 
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